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Abstract  

In this work, structural and dielectric properties of BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 (BTZ) ceramics prepared by 

Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) from powders obtained via Self-propagating High-temperature 

Synthesis (SHS) are shown to be strongly affected by the sintering temperature. In addition, a post-

annealing treatment in air of the as-prepared ceramics leads to a transition from the hexagonal to 

the tetragonal and cubic phases. The SPS ceramics corresponding to compositions 0.05≤x≤0.20 

and obtained at a sintering temperature of 1200°C exhibit a standard ferroelectric behavior. In 

contrast, a diffuse phase transition is observed for the case of ceramics sintered at higher 

temperatures. Finally, the BTZ ceramic containing 5 at.% of Zr displays the best dielectric 

permittivity and piezoelectric properties as compared to the other compositions taken into account. 
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1. Introduction 

 To meet specific applications, the strategy commonly adopted by the scientific community 

to improve the electrical characteristics of ABO3 perovskite materials is to change the ceramics’ 

chemical content. Indeed, the substitution of the A or B cation sites with other isovalent ions can 

modify the material’s dielectric properties, and lead to changes in the related transition 

temperatures as well as the formation of specific phases [1]. In this context, zirconium substituted 

barium titanate (BTZ) has attracted great attention in the last decade because of its wide range of 

applications, owing to its improved properties and potential to replace lead-based ferroelectric 

materials [2-3]. These properties include high dielectric permittivity, relatively low dielectric loss, 

large voltage tunability of the dielectric permittivity, good chemical stability, and attractive lead-

free relaxor behavior [4-6]. 

In this regard, the marked influence of Ti sites substitution with Zr on the properties of the 

resulting BTZ ceramics obtained by conventional sintering has been addressed by various authors 

[7-9]. The BZT potential for application in tunable microwave devices has been demonstrated [10]. 

Specifically, it is reported that, when the amount of Zr content is within the range 0≤x≤0.10, the 

ceramics show a classical ferroelectric behavior [9, 11]. However, at higher Zr content, the 

ferroelectric phase coexists with the paraelectric one, leading to a diffuse phase transition. The 

latter one is promoted by the energy difference between the ferroelectric and the paraelectric 

phases [12]. Furthermore, the classical ferroelectric transitions of BaTiO3 continuously give rise 

to diffuse phase transition (0.10 < x ≤0.26) and relaxor state (0.26 < x ≤0.40), whose temperature 

of occurrence decreases to low values as the Zr content increases [13]. It is worth to mention that, 

in addition to the latter finding, the phase transition can also be influenced by temperature 

variation, depolarization due to presence of porosity, slight changes in the chemical potential, and 
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grain size effect [12, 14-15]. A high dielectric permittivity of about 14,000 has been reported for 

dense BTZ ceramics (x=0.08), which were produced by solid state reaction using high energy 

milling followed by conventional sintering [9]. 

Among the synthesis methods proposed to obtain BTZ powders, Sol-gel [16-17], Sol-gel 

based Pechini method [18], solid-state reactions [19-20], and combustion synthesis [21-22] are 

reported. The formation of BTZ solid solution is obtained by conventional sintering in the 

temperature range 13001450°C after 210 h treatment. In addition to conventional sintering, only 

few studies have also been conducted on BTZ ceramics using Spark Plasma Sintering (SPS) [23-

25]. The latter one is an efficient sintering process where powders are rapidly heated by Joule 

effect, due to the combination of pulsed electric current and the application of uniaxial mechanical 

pressure [26]. In particular, the structure and electromechanical properties of Ba(Zr0.2Ti0.8)O3 

ceramics obtained by SPS at 1100°C and subsequently annealed at 10001400°C for 12h has been 

investigated by Maiwa [23, 27]. 

In this work, SHS and SPS techniques are combined for the first time for the preparation 

of Zr-substituted barium titanate ceramics (BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3). Briefly, SHS is a combustion synthesis 

method based on the local ignition of highly exothermic reactions which can self-propagate 

without additional energy supply [28-29]. Temperatures in the range 20005000 K and cooling 

rates up to 103 K/min can be reached during SHS and, more importantly, high-purity products can 

be correspondingly obtained in a very short time (order of seconds) [28]. 

The present work is aimed to produce single-phase BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 (x=0.050.25) ceramics 

by combining the two fast processes mentioned above, i.e. by following the so-called SHS-SPS 

approach. The influence of the sintering temperature (TD) on density, composition (structure), 

dielectric, and piezoelectric properties of SHS-SPS ceramics is systematically investigated. The 
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optimal SPS, as well as post-annealing, conditions, are then identified. A novel procedure of tuning 

the dielectric response of the BTZ ceramics by varying the sintering temperature, regardless of the 

Zr content, is presented. 

 

2. Experimental 

BTZ powders were prepared by SHS according to the following chemical equation:  

2BaO2 + (1-2x)TiO2 + 2xZrO2 +Ti → 2BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3     (1) 

Hereto after, the BaZr0.05Ti0.95O3, BaZr0.10Ti0.90O3, BaZr0.15Ti0.85O3, BaZr0.20Ti0.80O3, and 

BaZr0.25Ti0.75O3 compositions will be indicated as BTZ005, BTZ010, BTZ015, BTZ020, and 

BTZ025, respectively. Details on the synthesis of the precursors and procedure can be found in 

[30].  

The SHS products were first converted into powders after 20 min ball milling treatment 

using a SPEX 8000 mixer mill (SPEX CertiPrep, Metuchen, NJ, USA). It is worth to mention that 

such a mild milling conditions (the ball to powder weight ratio was only equal to 2) are not 

expected to modify the grain size of SHS product and, in turn, affect the microstructure of the 

sintered ceramics.  

Subsequently, 3g of the resulting powders were consolidated by SPS (515S model, Fuji 

Electronic Industrial Co., Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan) under vacuum conditions (down to 20 Pa) and 

sintering temperatures (TD) in the range 12001400 °C (heating rate of 100°C/min and holding 

time of 5 min) with a mechanical pressure of 40 MPa. Graphite die of 14.7 mm inner diameter, 30 

mm height, and 30 mm outer diameter was used. SPS runs were carried out under temperature-

controlled mode using an optical pyrometer (IR-AHS2, Chino, Tokyo, Japan) focused on the 

external surface of the die. After SPS, the bulk samples were polished on their top and bottom 
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surfaces using progressively finer abrasive paper, to finally obtain 2 mm thick disks. The pellets 

were then post annealed for 3h at 1200°C (Nabertherm, mod. N60/ER, Germany) in an oxygen-

rich atmosphere to re-oxidize the samples and remove the carbon contamination arising from the 

graphite tools. 

 The absolute density values of the bulk specimens were determined by the Archimedes’ 

method using distilled water as immersion medium. The crystalline phases in both the SHS 

powders and the SPS specimens were identified using an X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical X’pert 

Pro diffractometer, Netherlands; operating at 40 kV and 40 mA, using the X’Celerator detector) 

equipped with a Ni filtered CuKα radiation (λ = 1.5405 Å). The relative content of the different 

phases was determined taking advantage of a Rietveld analytical procedure [31]. 

 Fracture surfaces of BTZ ceramics were examined by high resolution scanning electron 

microscopy (HRSEM) (mod. S4000, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a UltraDry EDS 

Detector (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Microstructural analysis (grain size, 

porosity) were conducted on SEM images using the open source software Image J (version 1.54a 

for Windows, 64 bit, National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). 

The dielectric measurements were carried out after depositing by sputtering gold electrodes 

on both sides of the dense ceramics (Technics Hummer JR, USA). The LCR meter (Wayne Kerr 

4300, London) recorded the capacitance and imaginary permittivity (i) values from which the data 

acquisition program estimated the dielectric permittivity and dielectric loss. Liquid nitrogen was 

used to decrease the set-up temperature to about 85 K and a furnace (Eurotherm 3508, UK) raised 

the temperature to 450K which was measured using a K-type thermocouple. For the sake of 

reproducibility, each experiment was repeated at least twice.  
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 Regarding the measurement of the piezoelectric properties, the samples were poled at a 

high voltage of about 2 kV (10 kV/cm) generated by a suitable supply (AET technologies, France) 

at 80°C under Nitrogen gas in a furnace (AET technologies, France). The applied field was kept 

during sample’s cooling. The resonance (fr) and anti-resonance (fa) frequencies from which the 

electromechanical parameters were estimated, have been obtained using a network analyzer 

(Agilent technologies E5061B, USA). 

 

3. Results 

3.1 SHS powders of Zr substituted BaTiO3 

The five BTZ compositions investigated in the present work all display a self-propagating 

character, i.e. the reaction occurred spontaneously after initiation without additional energy, 

regardless of the Zr content. The XRD patterns of the resulting SHS products, after being milled 

to powders, are shown in Fig. 1.  

The hexagonal BaTiO3 phase is the only one (matched with the JCPDS card reference 

pattern mentioned in Fig. 1) detected by this analysis for x=0.05 and 0.10. Also, some peaks 

identified as c BaZrO3 and t BTZ appear in the XRD patterns of SHS products obtained for larger 

Zr content (x>0.10). Moreover, their intensity, and in particular that one of the main peak 

corresponding to the cubic BaZrO3 phase, progressively increase as the x value is augmented. It is 

important to note that in the powders synthesized by SHS, the desired single phase BTZ was not 

achieved (Fig. 1), rather an additional BaZrO3 phase was formed, which implies that at this stage 

Zr is yet to be fully substituted in the B site of the BaTiO3 lattice. 

 In this regard, it is interesting to compare the composition and structure of BTZ powders 

obtained by SHS (Fig. 1) with those ones reported in the literature for analogous products prepared 
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by calcination [20, 32-33]. The compositional/structural characteristics of BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 products 

synthesized by calcination are found to depend on the x value. For instance, a tetragonal perovskite 

phase was obtained by Badapanda et al. [33] for BTZ005 powders calcined at 1100℃ for 4h after 

5h milling. On the other hand, BTZ015 powders calcinated for 4h at 1200℃ after milling the 

reactants for 5h, lead to a single-phase cubic perovskite structure [20]. Similarly, Rout et al. [32] 

obtained a perovskite cubic BTZ025 phase after 4h calcination at 1350℃ of powders subjected to 

repeated cycles of mixing and grinding.  

The diverse outcomes resulting from the two synthesis methods can be motivated as follows. The 

formation of the metastable hexagonal phase, which is not detected in calcinated powders, could 

be explained by the peculiar characteristics (i.e. process rapidity, high temperatures, heating and, 

above all, cooling rates) of the SHS method, which evolves quite far from the equilibrium 

conditions. Therefore, metastable phases could be retained at room temperature. In addition, the 

intense milling treatments performed when considering the calcination method [20,32-33] 

certainly promote diffusion phenomena involved in the synthesis process, so that the formation of 

single-phase products is favored. 

As mentioned in the Experimental section, in the present work the SHS products are mildly 

ball milled just to generate powders to be processed by SPS. Nonetheless, the effect of a more 

intense milling treatment on SHS powder and the resulting bulk BZT products characteristics will 

be the subject of a research work currently in progress.  

 

3.2 Spark Plasma Sintering of SHS powders 

The powders synthesized by SHS were then processed by SPS (5 min, 40 MPa, 

100°C/min). The influence of the sintering temperature on the composition can be observed from 
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room temperature XRD results depicted in (Fig. 2). Specifically, the XRD patterns of the bulk 

samples for the five BTZ systems are compared in Fig. 2(a)-(b) for two selected sintering 

temperatures 1200°C and 1400°C, respectively. It is important to note that XRD data for Zr-

substituted BaTiO3 powders sintered at TD=1300°C are very similar to those ones obtained at 

1400°C, hence they are not reported here. 

The XRD patterns evidence that, regardless of the Zr content, the h BaTiO3 originally 

present in SHS powders undergoes a gradual structural (phase) transformation during SPS. 

Specifically, this effect is more pronounced as the dwell temperature is increased from 1200 to 

1400°C. Nonetheless, when considering the composition corresponding to x=0.05, the original 

hexagonal phase is still significantly present in the sintered ceramic. A direct indication of the 

phase transformation observed when x increases is provided, for example, by the intensity of the 

h BaTiO3 peak which falls in the range 26°≤2θ ≤27°. Such peak decreases and tends to disappear, 

particularly when TD=1400°C. XRD analysis also evidences that, when the sintering process is 

performed at 1400°C, the intensity of the c BaZrO3 and the h BaTiO3 peaks are also markedly 

reduced with respect to the starting SHS powders (Fig. 1). It is thus possible to conclude that, 

depending on the x value, the content of t BTZ or the c BTZ phases is enhanced (Fig. 2(b)) during 

SPS when the sintering temperature is high enough. This is confirmed by the shift in 2θ diffraction 

peak at about 31° towards a lower angle (Fig. 2(c)). However, a residual presence of c BaZrO3 is 

still detected by XRD. In the literature, the tetragonal phase is generally reported for x ≤ 0.08 [8, 

34] while the cubic and/or rhombohedral phases are found for x≥ 0.10 [18, 20, 35-36]. 
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3.3 Post-annealing of SPS samples 

From the results described in section 3.2, it is found that the bulk specimens obtained by 

SPS still contain undesired secondary phases, particularly h BaTiO3 and/or c BaZrO3, whatever 

the Zr content. The effect of a post-heat treatment in air, conducted for 3 h at 1200°C, on the 

composition of the BTZ ceramics produced by SPS at TD= 1200, 1300, and 1400°C, was then 

investigated. The room temperature XRD patterns of the corresponding post-annealed samples are 

shown in Fig. 3(a)-3(b), for the compositions corresponding to x=0.05 and 0.25, i.e. the lowest 

and highest Zr content examined in this work.  

Let us consider first the ceramics obtained with the lowest Zr content (Fig. 3(a)-3(b)). The 

post-annealing treatment appears to remove the h BaTiO3 phase initially present in SPS sintered 

products (Fig. 2(a)-2(b)). Also, t BTZ is the major phase detected by XRD at room temperature in 

post-thermal treated SPS ceramics obtained at TD=1200 and 1300°C. In particular, the Rietveld 

analysis (see Supplementary Table S1) revealed that, after the post-annealing process, the sintered 

product obtained by SPS at TD= 1200°C is mainly composed of the P4mm tetragonal phase (about 

87 wt. %) with a small amount of the cubic Pm-3m phase (approximately 13 wt.%). As the 

sintering temperature was augmented to 1400°C, the content of the cubic phase in the post-

annealed ceramic increased at the expenses of the tetragonal one. Nonetheless, based on the 

Rietveld analysis, the BTZ005 sample obtained for TD= 1400°C still consists of a mixture of 

tetragonal P4mm (about 70 wt.%) and Pm-3m (about 30 wt.%) phases (see Supplementary Table 

S1). The phases’ coexistence could arise from the segregation of Zr when high sintering 

temperature (1400°C) is applied on heterogeneous starting powders. As a result, ceramics 

containing Zr rich (cubic) and Zr poor (tetragonal) phases could be obtained [37]. 
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XRD data of post-annealed SPS samples corresponding to x=0.25 are shown in Fig. 3(c). 

Residual BaZrO3 is reduced during post heat treatment in air, to finally provide single-phase c 

BTZ for ceramics processed by SPS at TD=1400°C, as confirmed by the Rietveld analysis (see 

Supplementary Table S1). It should be noted that the compositional changes observed when 

considering x=0.10, 0.15, and 0.20, not reported here for the sake of brevity, fall within those ones 

described above in the case of x=0.05 and 0.25.  

Another effect observed after the post-annealing treatment is the color change of SPS 

samples. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4a, the resulting disks are dark, after the sintering process.  

Regarding the latter finding, it should be noted that the dark color in barium titanate- as 

well as other oxide-based ceramics is general observed when the related synthesis and/or sintering 

processes are conducted under reducing environments. In the present work, both the SHS and SPS 

routes were performed under such condition. As far as the SHS powders are concerned, it was 

recently shown that their dark color is due to the fact that the synthesized products are oxygen 

deficient [30]. In addition, a heat-treatment of these powders in air at increasing temperatures (up 

to 1200 °C) was found to determine a gradual color change from the initial dark to light yellow 

[30]. The same motivation is also valid to justify the dark color of bulk BTZ samples obtained in 

this work by SPS, since the adopted reducing conditions (vacuum) likely lead to the formation of 

oxygen vacancy. Accordingly, in order to restore the expected BTZ stoichiometry and also make 

the obtained ceramics insulating, a post-annealing treatment in air was carried out. The latter 

process performed at various temperature/time conditions evidences that, at relatively lower 

temperatures (8001000°C), the samples exhibited several cracks on their surface, and the 

transformation from dark to white color was not obtained. In contrast, such drawback was avoided, 

or strongly limited, when the annealing process was conducted for 3 h at 1200°C. The optical 
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images of the various BTZ samples correspondingly obtained are shown in Fig. 4b. The annealing 

process induces a significant color change from dark to white-grey in all BTZ ceramics. Thus, a 

post-annealing at 1200°C for 3h appears as the optimal condition to be adopted. 

 

3.4 Microstructural characterizations 

SEM images of the fracture surfaces of BTZ005 and BTZ025 ceramics obtained by SPS at 

TD=1200 and 1400° and annealed at 1200℃ for 3h are shown in Fig. 5(a)-5(d). The densities of 

post-annealed ceramics are reported in Fig. S1 (Suppl. material). 

BTZ005 sintered at 1200°C exhibits an inhomogeneous microstructure with several dense 

zones made of grains with a melted aspect that make an accurate evaluation of the corresponding 

grain size difficult (Fig.5a). These areas are still present in ceramics sintered at 1400°C, while the 

microstructure is globally more homogeneous with well-defined grains and grain boundaries 

(Fig.5b). The observed transgranular fracture mode reflects weak grain boundaries. As far as the 

more homogeneous region of the BTZ005 sample sintered at 1400°C is concerned, grain size 

estimated using Image J software [38] is in the range 24 µm, so that no exaggerated grain growth 

is observed despite the high sintering temperature. The microstructure of BTZ025 ceramics 

sintered at 1200°C is characterized by a significant level of porosity and the presence of cracks 

(Fig.5c). This agrees with the low value of density obtained (Fig. S1). Similar to BTZ005, when 

the sintering temperature is increased up to 1400°C, the microstructure becomes denser, in good 

agreement with the values reported in Fig. S1. The fracture remains transgranular and equiaxed 

grains in the size range 13 µm are observed. As previously mentioned for the BTZ005 product 

sintered at 1400°C, the corresponding grain size values were also estimated by considering the 

more homogeneous BTZ025 sample region where grain boundaries can be clearly identified.  
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3.5 Dielectric study 

3.5.1 Effect of sintering temperature on dielectric behavior 

The variation of the dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature for the BTZ 

ceramics sintered at different TD and post-annealed for 3h at 1200ºC are shown in Fig. 6. 

For a fixed composition, both the permittivity values and the transition temperatures are affected 

by the sintering temperature. Higher TD leads to a decrease of the temperature corresponding to 

the maximum of permittivity value (Tm) as well as an increase in permittivity levels, especially in 

the vicinity of the transition (Fig. 7; Table S2 (Suppl. Material)). In particular, it is worth noting 

that, for the composition corresponding to x= 0.05, a sintering temperature increase from 1200°C 

to 1400°C also induces a change from a classical ferroelectric to a more diffuse phase transition. 

A decrease of the Curie Temperature and an increase of the Rhombohedral (R)Orthorhombic (O) 

[RO] and Orthorhombic (O)Tetragonal (T) [OT] phase transitions were correspondingly 

observed. When the Zr content is increased, the transition temperature is decreased, as expected, 

and for ceramics sintered at temperatures higher than 1200°C, the ferroelectric behavior changes 

from classical (x=0.05) to a diffuse mode (x>0.10). The dielectric study as a function of 

temperature (Fig. 6) confirms the diffuse (not relaxor) behavior of the BTZ ceramics obtained by 

SHS-SPS, due to the absence shift in Tm as a function of frequency for 0.05≤x<0.20 (Fig. S2 

(Suppl. Material)). Whatever the Zr content and the sintering temperature, the dielectric loss at 1 

kHz remains stable and mostly lower than 8%. The comparison of dielectric behavior with regards 

to TD for each Zr composition is shown in Fig. S3 (Suppl. Material). 
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To investigate the behavior in the paraelectric region, the Curie constant, C, was estimated 

from the Curie-Weiss law: 

)( oTT

C


 ; (T>Tc)          (2) 

where Tc is the Curie point (transition temperature). 

The inverse of the dielectric permittivity (1/) plotted as a function of temperature was used 

to estimate the Curie-Weiss temperature (To) and the Curie constant Fig. 8 and Table S3 (Suppl. 

Material).  

Regarding the investigated range of Zr content, the Curie constant decreases monotonically with 

an increase of the x value for a given TD. Also, the Curie-Weiss temperature was found to decrease 

with TD and Zr content. 

The modified Curie-Weiss (C-W) plot can be used to describe the deviation from linearity 

due to the diffuse character of the transition. The modified Curie-Weiss equation is given by: 

C

TT m

m





)(11 
 ; (T>Tm)        (3) 

where  is the real permittivity, m is the maximum dielectric constant, Tm is the temperature at the 

maximum dielectric permittivity,  is the diffuseness coefficient. For normal ferroelectrics =1, 

while for relaxor =2. 

The modified Curie-Weiss plots and the corresponding data are provided in Fig. S4 and Table S3 

(Suppl. Material), respectively.  

To illustrate the change of behavior from classical to diffuse one as a function of the Zr 

content, the variation of Tc (Tm) and diffuseness coefficient are presented in Fig. 9 for ceramics 

sintered at 1400°C. 
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3.6 Piezoelectric study 

In Fig. 10 the results of the piezoelectric study of BTZ are presented. The piezoelectric 

charge coefficient (d31) and the planar electromechanical coupling factor (kp) were significantly 

influenced by the SPS temperature (TD). All samples show good mechanical quality factor (Qm), 

consistent with the low dielectric loss (see Supplementary Table S4). A graph showing impedance 

as a function of frequency, from which resonance and antiresonance frequencies can be obtained, 

is reported in Fig S5 (Supp. Material) for the case of BTZ005 ceramics sintered at 1300℃.  

BTZ025 samples could not be poled due to high current leakage arising from their low 

density. Hence, no piezoelectric data were obtained for this system. The following equations were 

used to obtain the electromechanical parameters [41]: 
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where, in addition to the parameters (d31, kp, and Qm) previously defined, fr, fa, Zm, C,  k31, , 
Es11 , , 

, and w are resonance frequency, anti-resonance frequency, minimum impedance, Capacitance 

(in Farads), electromechanical coupling factor in the length extensional mode, elastic coefficient 
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at constant electric field, dielectric permittivity at room temperature, density in Kg/m3, and width 

of the ceramics, respectively. 
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Structural analysis of BTZ ceramics: from SHS powders to SPS and post-annealed 

samples. Evolution of their composition  

The presence of the high-temperature stable h BaTiO3 phase in the SHS product with a 

small contribution of peaks attributed to t BTZ is likely ascribed to the severe processing 

conditions (high temperature, heating, and cooling rates) inherent to the synthesis process as well 

as to the reducing environment (Argon gas) correspondingly adopted. The additional c BaZrO3 

phase is also detected at Zr content ≥ 15 wt.%, i.e. (BTZ015, BTZ020, and BTZ025), proving that 

a solid solution has not formed between the BaTiO3 and BaZrO3 phases, while a co-existence of 

the individual phases is obtained. When x≤ 0.10, no BaZrO3 phase was detected due to the low 

concentration of Zr. It should be noted that the detailed quantitative analysis of the XRD pattern 

(Rietveld method) for the BTZ015 powder also evidenced the presence of a small amount of c 

BaTiO3 along with traces of Ba2TiO4 [30]. Nonetheless, due to the relatively low intensity of the 

corresponding peaks, these two phases cannot be unequivocally identified in the XRD patterns 

shown in Fig. 1, so that they are not considered in the present work.  

After SPS, a decrease in the h BaTiO3 peak intensity is observed with respect to the starting 

SHS powders. Moreover, according to the Zr content, the h BaTiO3 phase is gradually transformed 

into t BTZ or c BTZ, as the TD value is progressively increased. The formation of c BTZ phase is 

favored by higher Zr amounts and when the sintering temperature is set to 1400ºC (Fig. 2b-2c). 

Twofold effects are noticeable for both the highest Zr content (i.e x=0.25) and sintering 

temperature (i.e. TD=1400°C), respectively: the formation of the c BTZ phase concomitant with 

the disappearance of t BTZ. In parallel, the secondary c BaZrO3 phase (c BZ) decreases 

progressively as the sintering temperature is increased from 1200 to 1400°C. The overall XRD 
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study shows that the targeted BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 solid solution can only be obtained by SHS-SPS under 

specific composition and temperature conditions. A high-temperature treatment of the SPS product 

is required to obtain the targeted single-phase BTZ. 

The decisive role of the post-annealing treatment on the evolution of the phases present in 

SPS ceramics is emphasized here. Beyond its re-oxidizing role, post-annealing, when performed 

at sufficiently high temperature, allows for the elimination of the h BaTiO3 phase still present in 

some of the SPS ceramics. However, it should be noted that, during the post-annealing process, 

the hexagonal and tetragonal phases are partially or fully converted into the cubic one 

(Supplementary Table S1). This finding agrees with the work of Jha and Jha [42] focused on 

BaZr0.05Ti0.95O3 ceramics obtained by conventional technique, where the sintering process 

conducted at higher temperatures caused the tetragonal to cubic phase transformation. The 

formation of the c BTZ phase for Zr content corresponding to x=0.100.25 is also consistent with 

similar results reported in the literature for BTZ ceramics obtained by conventional solid-state 

reactions [36].  

Besides, from the secondary c BaZrO3 phase evolution, which depends on the thermal 

cycle, it is clear that the procedure to eliminate such unwanted secondary phase is to combine the 

SPS process (TD=1400°C) with a post-thermal treatment carried out at 1200°C or higher 

temperatures (Fig. 3). 

In addition, whatever the Zr content, the post-annealing must be performed at least at 

1200°C to efficiently re-oxidize the samples. It is worth noting that an annealing duration of 3 h is 

not only efficient enough, but also much shorter than the one reported in the literature [23, 27].  
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4.2  Dielectric behavior: Effect of sintering temperature and composition  

For a fixed Zr content (x=0.05), a normal ferroelectric behavior is observed. However, for 

TD =1400ºC, the OrthorhombicTetragonal [OT] phase transition becomes less marked 

compared with ceramics obtained at TD ≤1300ºC, and a broad transition is observed at Tc. This 

effect can be correlated with the XRD analysis that shows a transition, albeit uncomplete, from t 

BTZ to c BTZ, when increasing the sintering temperature. Generally, all BTZ ceramics 

compositions sintered at TD =1200ºC, showed a normal ferroelectric behavior except for the x=0.25 

composition. In the latter case, the very diffuse phase transition associated with low permittivity 

values is correlated with the low value of density obtained at 1200°C. The microstructural 

investigation of BTZ025 sintered at 1200°C confirms a poorly densified ceramic and the presence 

of cracks. It is worth noting that no significant shift in TO-T and Tc was observed from x= 0.05 to 

x= 0.20, thus demonstrating that a sintering temperature of 1200°C is not sufficient to induce the 

Zr-Ti substitution.  

When sintering is performed at 1400°C, a continuous decrease of Tc is observed when the 

composition was varied from x=0.10 to x=0.25 and the transition becomes more and more diffuse. 

A relaxor behavior starts to be detected for x=0.25 (Tm = 8 from 100 Hz to 500 kHz), for which 

c BTZ is the only phase observed on the room temperature XRD pattern (Fig. 3(c)).   

As a result, a change from classical to diffuse ferroelectric behavior in SHS-SPS ceramics 

can be induced by increasing not only the Zr content but also the sintering temperature at a fixed 

composition. Considering the microstructural analysis, such dielectric behavior is not correlated 

to the microstructure, while, as expected, depends rather on compositional effects at the atomic 

scale. 
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High diffusivity parameter (γ) was observed at low Zr content. The reason for this finding 

could be related to the coexistence of tetragonal and cubic phases seen in Fig. 3(b). However, at 

high Zr content, the obtained γ parameter is in the range of the values reported in the literature, 

which generally depend on the adopted synthesis process [35, 43-44]. In addition, similar to the 

works by Mahesh et al. [20] and Cai et al. [45], higher sintering temperature induces diffuse 

transition and increases the γ parameter (see Supplementary Table S3). The Tc (Tm) values obtained 

for the various compositions are in good agreement with the literature for BTZ ceramics obtained 

by other methods [46-48].  

 

4.3 Piezoelectric study 

 Both the composition and the sintering temperature have an impact on the piezoelectric 

performances. The piezoelectric charge coefficient decreases with increasing x values (Fig. 10(a)), 

which confirms that high Zr content does not favor the obtainment of good piezoelectric properties. 

This result is effectively in agreement with the improved piezoelectric properties reported for BTZ 

ceramics with x ≤0.08 [44, 46 47, 49]. In addition, our study also evidenced that, when operating 

under optimal SPS temperature (TD) conditions to obtain higher values of the dielectric 

permittivity, the piezoelectric properties are correspondingly enhanced, which is in line with 

results reported in the literature for BTZ ceramics produced by alternative techniques [49-50]. 

When considering BTZ005, sintering at 1200°C results in moderate density values and poor 

quality of grain boundaries, that are not convenient for improving piezoelectric properties. On the 

other hand, BTZ005 sintered at 1300°C exhibits the optimal piezoelectric properties, which is in 

agreement with the literature [39-40, 51]. However, the obtained piezoelectric coefficient remains 

relatively low when compared to the state of the art [23, 47, 51]. Improvements based on 
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microstructure (density and grain size) and on the poling conditions would allow reaching better 

performances.  
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5. Conclusion 

BTZ ceramics have gained a high interest due to the possibility to tailor their ferroelectric 

properties through a proper composition control. Different BTZ ceramics are produced in this work 

using a novel approach based on the combination of the fast SHS and SPS processes, followed by 

an air-thermal treatment of relatively short duration (3 h), compared to the annealing time (10 h) 

typically considered in the literature. Here, the possibility of tuning the dielectric response (from 

classical to diffuse phase transition or relaxor) by varying, for a given composition, the sintering 

temperature, was clearly evidenced. In this regard, it should be noted that, to the best of our 

knowledge, no study was reported so far in the literature on the influence of the SPS temperature 

on the dielectric behavior of BTZ ceramics, regardless of the method used for powder synthesis. 

Specifically, it was observed that the TD value and the Zr content significantly impact the 

structure, microstructure, dielectric, and piezoelectric properties of the SHS-SPS prepared 

ceramics. The BaZrO3 impurity phase formed during SHS, and still present after SPS, was 

eliminated thanks to the post-annealing treatment of the sintered ceramics. Increasing the sintering 

temperature above 1200°C leads to improved density, more homogeneous microstructure, as well 

as enhanced dielectric permittivity. The ceramic containing 5 at.% of Zr sintered at TD=1300ºC 

showed the best piezoelectric properties. Better performances are expected if a single-phase 

ceramic is obtained after SPS and the microstructure of the final ceramics is suitably refined. Work 

is underway along this direction. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1: Room temperature XRD patterns of powders obtained by SHS for different x values (cf. 

Eq. 1).   
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Figure 2: XRD patterns of BTZ ceramics obtained by SPS at (a) TD= 1200ºC, (b) TD= 1400°C, (c) 

Zoomed view of (b). 
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Figure 3: XRD patterns of (a)-(b) BTZ005, and (c) BTZ025 ceramics obtained by SPS (TD=1200, 

1300, and 1400°C) after being post annealed for 3h at 1200°C. 
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Figure 4: Images of BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 (x=0.050.25) ceramics sintered by SPS at 1400°C before (a) 

and after (b) post-annealing at 1200°C for 3h. 
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Figure 5: Fractured surfaces of BTZ ceramics obtained by SPS and subsequently annealed at 

1200ºC for 3h: (a) BTZ005, TD=1200°C; (b) BTZ005, TD=1400°C; (c) BTZ025, TD=1200°C; (d) 

BTZ025, TD=1400°C. 
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Figure 6: Dielectric permittivity and loss (1kHz) of BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 (x=0.050.25) ceramics: (a) 

TD=1200°C, (b) TD=1300°C, and (c) TD=1400°C. All samples were post-annealed for 3h at 

1200ºC. (O= orthorhombic; T= tetragonal; C=cubic phase transition) 
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Figure 7: Dielectric permittivity at (a) room (25ºC) and (b) Curie (Tc) temperature of BaTi(1-

x)ZrxO3 (x=0.050.25) ceramics as a function of TD. 
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Figure 8: Curie-Weiss plots of BaTi(1-x)ZrxO3 (x=0.05 and 0.25) ceramics sintered at 1400°C and 

subsequently post-annealed at 1200°C for 3h. 
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Figure 9: Plot of Tc (Tm) at 1 kHz and diffuseness coefficient (γ) as a function of Zr content for 

ceramics sintered at 1400°C and subsequently post-annealed at 1200°C for 3h. 
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Figure 10: Piezoelectric properties of BTZ ceramics annealed at 1200ºC for 3h. (a) Piezoelectric 

charge coefficient (d31) and (b) planar coupling factor (kp) as a function of sintering temperature; 

(c) piezoelectric charge coefficient (d31) as a function of Zr content. 
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Table S1: Phases and quantitative phase analysis results (Rietveld procedure) of post annealed 

BTZ005 (TD=1200°C and TD=1400°C) and BTZ025 (TD=1400°C) samples.  

 

BTZ005 (TD=1200°C) 

Phase  a  

(Å) 

c  

(Å) 

Wt. 

(%) 

Tetragonal P4mm (BaTiO3) 3.998 4.022 87.5 

Cubic Pm-3m (BaTiO3) 4.056 / 12.5 

BTZ005 (TD=1400°C) 

Phase  a  

(Å) 

c  

(Å) 

Wt. 

(%) 

Tetragonal P4mm (BaTiO3) 3.995 4.024 70.3 

Cubic Pm-3m (BaTiO3) 4.017 / 29.7 

BTZ025 (TD=1400°C) 

Phase  a  

(Å) 

c  

(Å) 

Wt. 

(%) 

Cubic Pm-3m (BaTiO3) 4.040 / 100 
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Table S2: Dielectric characteristics at 1kHz of BaZrxTi(1-x)O3 (x=0.050.25) ceramics. TD values 

are indicated below samples ID.  

Sample 

ID 

Dielectric 

constant at room 

temperature 

Dielectric 

constant at Curie 

temperature 

tan δ at 

room 

temperature 

tan δ at 

Curie 

temperature 

BTZ005 

1200℃ 

2142±73 3521±56 0.041 0.031 

BTZ005 

1300℃ 

2524±57 4518±228 

 

0.039 

 

0.016 

BTZ005 

1400℃ 

2749±63 

 

5195s±172 

 

0.044 

 

0.020 

 

BTZ010 

1200℃ 

1954±15 3269±218 0.044 0.021 

BTZ010 

1300℃ 

2199±42 3775±82 0.048 0.024 

BTZ010 

1400℃ 

1903±256 3145±465 0.053 0.015 

BTZ015 

1200℃ 

1606±67 2525±129 0.043 0.023 

BTZ015 

1300℃ 

2234±45 

 

3541±61 

 

0.046 

 

0.027 

 

BTZ015 

1400℃ 

2503±26 4721±181 0.059 0.030 

BTZ020 

1200℃ 

1703±75 2510±182 0.031 0.020 

BTZ020 

1300℃ 

2215±86 3057±150 0.039 0.028 

BTZ020 

1400℃ 

2514±83 4216±314 0.058 0.032 

BTZ025 

1200℃ 

635±17 799±21 0.067 

 

0.078 

 

BTZ025 

1300℃ 

1866±127 

 

2097±57 0.055 

 

0.048 

 

BTZ025 

1400℃ 

2579±480 

 

3128±525 

 

0.063 0.052 
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Table S3: Curie temperature, Curie-Weiss temperature, temperature of deviation from Curie-

Weiss law, Curie constant, and diffuseness coefficient values of BaZrxTi(1-x)O3 ceramics. TD values 

are indicated below samples ID.  

Sample 

ID 

Tc (Tm) (K) To (K) Tcw (K) Curie constant (K-1) 

x105 

 

BTZ005 

1200℃ 

386 

 

361 399 

 

1.22 

 

1.42 

BTZ005 

1300℃ 

386 

 

370 401 

 

1.39 

 

1.69 

 

BTZ005 

1400℃ 

378 

 

368 401 

 

1.23 

 

1.82 

 

BTZ010 

1200℃ 

390 373 408 1.02 1.71 

BTZ010 

1300℃ 

369 

 

362 403 1.31 

 

1.83 

 

BTZ010 

1400℃ 

366 

 

360 403 1.11 

 

1.85 

BTZ015 

1200℃ 

393 

 

367 415 

 

0.98 

 

1.81 

 

BTZ015 

1300℃ 

370 374 410 

 

1.12 

 

1.86 

 

BTZ015 

1400℃ 

350 361 402 1.30 1.83 

BTZ020 

1200℃ 

396 371 417 0.97 1.66 

BTZ020 

1300℃ 

347 360 406 0.94 1.86 

BTZ020 

1400℃ 

341 356 397 1.14 1.9 

BTZ025 

1200℃ 

374 

 

322 421 

 

0.69 

 

1.92 

 

BTZ025 

1300℃ 

338 

 

337 401 0.94 1.93 

BTZ025 

1400℃ 

331 314 360 1.04 1.95 
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*Tc = transition temperature or Curie temperature; Tm= temperature at maximum permittivity; Tcw= 

Temperature from which the permittivity starts to deviate from Curie-Weiss law; To= Curie-Weiss 

temperature 
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Table S4: Piezoelectric characteristics and density values of BaZrxTi(1-x)O3 ceramics prepared by 

SHS and sintered by SPS (TD values are indicated below samples ID). Literature data are also 

reported for the sake of comparison 

Sample 

ID 

Density (g/cm3) Qm kp (%) -d31 (pC/N) Ref 

BTZ005 

1200℃ 

5.43 

 

181 

 

11.5±0.5 

 

48.5±4.5 

 

This work 

BTZ005 

1300℃ 

5.89 

 

81 

 

20±2 

 

87.5±2 

 

This work 

BTZ005 

1400℃ 

5.57 

 

79 17.5±0.5 84±1 This work 

BTZ010 

1200℃ 

5.51 

 

137 14 58±5 

 

This work 

BTZ010 

1300℃ 

5.64 

 

181 

 

13±1 

 

56.5±3.5 

 

This work 

BTZ010 

1400℃ 

5.47 

 

57 

 

19±1 

 

79.5±3.5 

 

This work 

BTZ015 

1200℃ 

5.65 

 

130 

 

12±2 

 

38.5±2.5 

 

This work 

BTZ015 

1300℃ 

5.77 196 11.5±0.5 41.5±1.5 This work 

BTZ015 

1400℃ 

5.78 

 

138 

 

13.5±05 

 

56±1 

 

This work 

BTZ020 

1200℃ 

5.38 

 

193 

 

10.5±0.5 

 

30±1 

 

This work 

BTZ020 

1300℃ 

5.50 

 

128 

 

12.5±1.5 

 

43±6 

 

This work 

BTZ020 

1400℃ 

5.84 

 

178 

 

11.5±0.5 

 

37.5±1.5 

 

This work 

BTZ020 

1100℃ 

5.83 312 25 126 [23] 

BTZ005 

1500℃ 

5.80 - - 64 [39] 

BTZ004 

1450℃ 

5.86 180 42.1 90 [40] 
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Figure S1: Density of post-annealed BTZ ceramics (TD=12001400℃) as a function of Zr 

content. 
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Figure S2: Curie temperature as a function of frequency for different BTZ compositions (TD 

1400℃). 
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Fig. S3: Dielectric constant and loss of BaZrxTi(1-x)O3 (x=0.05-0.25) ceramics at 1kHz. (O= 

orthorhombic; T= tetragonal; C=cubic phase transition). 
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Fig. S4: Plots of )
11

log(
m

  versus )log( mTT   for BTZ005 and BTZ025 compositions. 
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Fig. S5: Impedance as a function of frequency, showing the resonance (fr) and antiresonance (fa) 

frequencies, relative to BTZ005 ceramics sintered at 1300℃. 

 


